
00123735 "Always Clear" Mobile Phone Case for Samsung Galaxy A55, transparent

Cover

Highlightstext:

- Flexible, custom-fit and transparent: invisible mobile phone case for classic, no-frills protection for the Samsung Galaxy A55
- Transparent mobile phone case without yellowing: many years of enjoyment from your case as the special material composition prevents
yellow discolouration
- A clean sweep: The mobile phone cover also covers the side buttons - this protects against dust and enables a perfect pressure point
- Tailor-made mobile phone case: protects what needs to be protected and leaves free what should remain free, e.g. loudspeaker and
charging socket
- Scratch-resistant back cover: Keys, pens and coins don't bother the protective mobile phone case in trouser, hand and jacket pockets
thanks to the anti-scratch material
- Simply lay it down carefree: the raised edges of the phone case provide protection for the protruding camera lenses without
compromising the quality of the photos
- Additional protection for the mobile phone display: The mobile phone cover has a raised edge all around - so the touchscreen is better
protected
- Packaging with a clear conscience: our packaging is 100% plastic-free, enabling us to reduce plastic waste and increase its recyclability
- FSC-certified: the paper and cardboard used in our packaging comes from sustainable forest management - enabling us to take a
resources-sparing approach to the raw material of wood
- Non-slip material, does not slide easily out of the hand, off the table or other surfaces
- Ultra-slim design: does not stand out and preserves the smartphone's slimline shape
- The structured inside with grid points avoids electrostatic suction so that no unsightly film forms between the protective cover and the
back of the mobile phone
- Flexibility: easy to attach to your smartphone

- Colour: Transparent
- Shade of colour: Transparent
- For End Device Brand: Samsung
- Smartphone: Samsung Galaxy A55 5G
- Suitable for: Smartphone

Technical characteristics:

- 1 "Always Clear" mobile phone case

Delivery:

 4    047443    526298
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